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A two day workshop organized Organizations (SPOs).

actors in the fair trade system, fair
trade members, overall fair trade
system and fair trade coopera-

tives. Followed was the second
The workshop started with presentation on the theme
Civic Engagement and Youth De- an opening speech by the
“Benefits of Fair trade”. The facilivelopment (OGCEYOD) and fund- Executive Director of OGtator dealt on the following exed by the British High Commission CEYOD Mr Elvis Wepngong,
cept; before certification, producstarted on the 24th of September thanking the attendees and
er service support, producer certi2013 at Vianello Hotel, Kumba. expressing his appreciation
fication fund, review of fair trade
Twenty-six representatives of Co- towards their presence at
market prices, benefit of the preoperatives and Common Initiative this workshop, giving a
mium and fair trade Africa.
Groups (CIGs) were invited from briefing on cocoa fair trade,
by the Organization for Gender,

cocoa producing regions of Came- the resolution of the workroon. They to met on a common shop and its goals. A second
platform with the purpose of be- speech was given by the Reing sensitized on how to get a gional Delegate of AgriculFairtrade certification and its re- ture and Rural Developquirement so as to access the ment’s representative. He
FAIRTRADE WORKSHOP IN
SESSION

world market as Small Producer called on all a sundry to

Official opening by the Regional Delegate of
Agriculture and Rural Development and others
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FAIR TRADE CERTIFICATION FOR COCOA COOPERATIVES IN CAMEROON
ucts

can

be

separated presentation

by

group

four

through traceability, about which worked on the topic of
farmers checking on the in- “Recommendations for a way
ternet for the substances forward” which also served as
which are not permitted for resolutions. Next was group 3 on
usage on cocoa farms and “An outline on the challenges in
how to identify the fake ones. the entire certification system”.
Liaison Officer for Cameroon\Mali,

The facilitator Mr Colbert Group two’s presentation was

Mr. Colbert

Sagne continued with the “To enlist the required docu-

Ensuring gender equality of participants

At 2:00 pm the third presenta- second presentation on the ments to apply for a FLO-CERT
tion began still by Mr Colbert topic “Child Labour and Child fund”. And finally group one preSagne with theme “The Produc- Protection”. The participants sented on “Articulate the steps
er Certification Fund”. Here, the were enlightened on what in acquiring a Fair trade Certifiparticipants were taught on the exactly child abuse was and cation”.
eligibility criteria for applicants, the different criteria that emAn appraisal was given on behalf
PCF fund, overview of PCF grant- body this subject, such as
of the participants on their gratied in 2012/2013, standard oper- why do children work? Child
tude concerning the training
ating producers for PCF, needed labour in Cameroon, UN Conworkshop by Chief Motto Divine.
information on application form vention on child rights, fair
when to apply and unsuccessful trade and child labour, child The workshop then received an
applicant. The last presentation protection and fair trade and official closing with a word from
of the day started at exactly child protection were also the Executive Director of OGCEYOD Mr Elvis Wepngong. He
16:00 on the topic “Production, discussed.
expressed the ambitions of the
Treatment and Exportation of
The last presentation was on organisation towards the coopCertified
Cocoa
by
KOthe topic “Fair trade Certifica- eratives, the projects on which
NAFCOOP”.
tion Cost and Procedure” This they are presently working on
Day two of the training started being the last presentation,
that are in this same light and
at 8:22am. Mr Colbert Sagne at the session continued with
the efforts the farmers will have

Change does not roll in on the
wheels of inevitability, but
comes through continuous
struggle. And so we must
straighten our backs and work
for our freedom. A man can't
ride you unless your back is
bent.
Every man must decide
whether he will walk in the light
of creative altruism or in the
darkness of destructive
selfishness.
The good neighbor looks
beyond the external accidents
and discerns those inner
qualities that make all men
human and, therefore,
brothers.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

exactly 9:05 am took off with the the division of the particito make as this will require parfirst presentation of the day on pants into four groups. The
ticipation from both parties. He
the topic “Fair trade Require- presentations began with the
ended by thanking them for
ments”. He dwells on fair trade
their participation and wished
standards, generic standard,
them farewell.
specific standard, general requirement and trade requirement. This was followed by further explanations on how prod-

Cross-section of participants

American Peacecorp volunteers in Kumba partnering
with OGCEYOD on the fairtrade certification phase
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GREEN CITY SHOW; Clean up Material Donations, Beach Cleaning and Tree Planting
After the three days training workshop that took place from the 6 – 8th of March
2013 drawing 50 participants from 10 neighborhoods in Limbe, it was time to
engage in community outreach activities to put lessons taught and resolutions
taken from the workshop to practice. The activities at the community level were
to donate some clean up materials and equipment, organize clean up campaigns
and tree planting in all neighborhoods as well as put in place a sustainable Youth
Management committee in neighborhood to ensure sustainability of project. The
community outreach activities ran from the 11 – 27th of March 2013 in partnership with our Ministry of Environment, Nature Protection and Sustainable Development, Cameroon and Youth Service America under their Global Service Day
project. We went to the Upper Mawoh water catchment area on the 11th of April
2013 in order to plant trees around the catchment area. The aim of planting
trees around the water catchment area is
so that these trees may grow up and their
branches form a shade/hedge over the area hence preventing the water that
goes into the catchment from drying up. Due to the insufficient water supply in
the area by the government water agency and also because to the hilly nature of
the area, the inhabitants of that area came up with the idea of constructing a
water catchment that will help solve this problem they are facing and help
neighboring quarters. After the completion of the construction of this water catchment, the inhabitants of Mawoh
were able to enjoy water facilities. The site was chosen because there was the
danger of water in the area drying up. The planting was done by the members of
Ministry of Environment delegation, OGCEYOD and some inhabitants of the area.
10 trees were planted around the catchment area. The team then moved to Motowoh quarters were 30 trees were planted around the area with some symbolic
planting from some nursery and primary school pupil. On the 26th of April 2013
the team at the catchment took 100 students from 4 secondary schools in Limbe for the Limbe sea side beach cleaning
and tree planting in their schools. Waste paper plastic was made available for the
clean-up and 30 trees planted. The next stop was Batoke village were 30 trees
were also planted. Thanks to the funds from LUSH Charity Pot UK, OGCEYOD was
able to carry out all these activities
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OGCEYOD making the Co-operACTION a reality for some Cameroonian Youths
a unidirectional transmission of
knowledge, but a continuous and
entertaining process where participants were encouraged to discover
and learn on their own through
games and discussions.

Co-operACTION is a project of the International Falcon Movement-Socialist
Educational International (IFM-SEI)
which aims to promote the cooperative model of enterprise to young
people through education, exchange
and practical experience of setting up
co-operatives in their local communities. As a member organisation of IFMSEI, OGCEYOD Cameroon took part to
the project and was represented by
members Mary Ntui, Elenor Oyebong,
Anastasia Tashagang and Arnold
Kamdem of their co-operative named
“MAS-JV”. From 11th to 18th August
2013, about 40 young people from ten
countries (Austria, Cameroon, Chile,
Columbia, Finland, India, Latvia, Senegal, Sweden and the United Kingdom)
gathered in Manchester in order to
partake to the Co-operACTION event.
Talking of the Co-operACTION seminar,
one can assert that it was a worthwhile
event where young people from several countries could learn a lot in a very
innovative way. That meant that teaching/learning methods in use at the CooperACTION seminar were very stimulating in the way that they were not just

On the 12th at 9:00 a.m. participants
were gathered at the Cathedral Centre where they introduced themselves and played diverse educational games in order to develop a certain sense team spirit. And later in
the day, the various co-operatives
presented in height minutes the
draft business plans they prepared
in their local groups. The next day,
they reviewed co-operative values as
well as how to apply them to their
own co-operatives. During the break,
two announcements were made.
Participants were told that the next
day would be made of visit to local
co-operatives. So, everyone had to
choose a destination among the
three that were proposed. A few
minutes later, participants were invited to learn more about prosper-

ous co-operatives by reading their
stories and discussing about them.
The second announcement was
about the financial committee which
was to be created by the end of the
afternoon working session. That committee, which was made of at most
two members of each co-operative
and of some IFM-SEI officials, had
the responsibility to share the
€4,400 worth allowance offered by
the European Union according to the
needs of each co-operative. MAS-JV
was represented by Anastasia
Tashagang. The 14th was essentially
an out-of-doors day. Participants had
to enter the bus corresponding to the
tour they chose the day before. The
Rochdale Pioneers Museum was the
first site to be visited. That museum
traces the history of the co-operative
model of business. After the stage of
the museum, each bus went to a
separate destination. There were
three tours:
-Tour 1 visited Eight Day Café, Busy
Bee Toyshop and FC United in Manchester;
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OGCEYOD making the Co-operACTION a reality for some Cameroonian Youths

Arnold and other co-operative participants

Tour 2 visited Footprint, Leeds Environmental Design Associates and
Blackbark, in Leeds/Halifax area;
-Tour 3 visited Rochdale Borough
Housing, Handmade Bakery and Suma in Rochdale/Halifax area.

Membership/Dividend for the Community. These professionals were:
Craig Lumsdem, Giles Simon, Becky
Forecast, Owen Sedgewick-Jell and
Mags Bradbury. After the workshops,
each co-operative had to consult experts separately so that the latter
could assess their business plan and
give them advices. Later in the day,
teams were invited to work on their
business plans in order to improve
them. Basically, Friday morning was
the day for collective reviewing of
business plans. Therefore, everybody
was offered the opportunity to propose constructive ideas about any
business plan. Late in the afternoon,
the preparation of the Public Action
began. It was followed by the Finance

Those tours consisted of discussions held with members of visited
co-operatives. Arnold Kamdem and
Mary Ntui were part of Tour 2 while
Anastasia Tashagang and Elenor
Oyebog chose Tour 1 and Tour 3
respectively. On Thursday, three
workshops held in the morning and
three others in the afternoon. Those
workshops were conducted by a
panel of experts that intervened on
Co-operative Daily program
the six proposed themes: Financial
Planning, Marketing and Branding, committee meeting. Finally, Saturday
Governance, Ethical Policy and Fair was entirely dedicated to Public AcTrade,
Financial
Management, tion organised downtown Manchester. The latter consisted of three
main activities: shouting co-operative
values and principles, distributing
flyers to people on the street and
playing various co-operative games
with passers by. After the Public Action, a complete evaluation of the
seminar followed and it was decided
that all co-operatives would keep in

touch by posting articles on the CooperACTION blog (ca.ifm-sei.org). Also,
the Finance Committee released their
conclusions; MAS-JV was allocated
€170. One can clearly state that the Co
-operACTION event opened the door to
non-negligible social and cultural enrichment for participants. On the last
day of seminar, a farewell party was
organised at the “Bakerie”. After the
diner of that last night, individual A4size cards bearing names of every participant were in distributed in the dining room. Participants were encouraged to write kind and short messages
to each other as souvenirs of the CooperACTION event in Manchester. It
was an elevating experience with an
agreeable atmosphere.

Cross section of participants
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Official Launching Of The National Civic Service Agency For The Participation and Development for
the South West Region

Secretary General at the Governors Office opening the event

On June 05, 2013 the official launching of the National Civic Service Agency for the Participation for
Development was held in the Governors Office of
the South West Region, Cameroon. The meeting
started at exactly 2.30 PM with a brief introduction
hoods among youths. He went further to state that
trainees or selected applicants will come from the
most vulnerable class. Mr. Ndikum rounded up by
asking possible recommendations from the Selection committee. Contributions were from the Regional Delegate of Small and Medium Size industries and the Director of OGCEYOD Mr. Elvis Wepngong. Mr. Wepngong’s contribution was based on
the fact that the committee should always give a
guideline at the beginning of the training on how
much grant is allocated for each group for the project. Therefore, participants can write projects
based on the sum that has been allocated rather
than writing projects, which cannot be supported by
the allocated grant. Mr. Wepngong also went further
to mention that the government should allocate
funds for the Monitoring and Evaluation projects
which are ongoing on the field so as to evaluate the
progress of the NCSA. The selection committee

of the agenda by the Divisional Delegate of
Youth and Civic Education, Mr. Mbua Ekombe.
It was then followed with an opening prayer
from the Regional Delegate for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises. The national anthem
was then sung. Mr. Mbua requested the formal individual introduction by the Regional Selection committee. Mr. Esua John, the national
coordinator for the NCSA, gave an opening
speech where he highlighted about the objective and mission of the National Civic Service
Agency for the participation for Development.
He also went further to giving details on how
trainees are selected and basic selection criteria for participants for the training. Mr. Ndikum
the chairperson and representative to the Governor of the South West Region then followed
the speech. He went on to elaborate about the
initiative that promoted the government to create the NCSA and its role it will play in the liveliunanimously supported this point and the
chairperson requested this point be taken
down as a recommendation that must be implemented.

Director of OGCEYOD contributing
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THE DAY OF THE AFRICAN CHILD 2013
The day of the African Child was created to serve as a memorial of
the massacre of a number of children in South Africa. The occasion
started at exactly 12:00 noon with the arrival of the representatives
of Limbe 1, 2 and 3 Councils. Later we had an opening prayer from
one of the children from the audience. It was then followed with the
singing of the National Anthem. The representative of the Limbe 1
Council welcomed the children and every one present in the hall
and wished every one a happy stay. The representative of the Limbe
1 Council gave a talk, laying emphases on various harmful practices
done concerning children. She also elaborated on their consequences and dangers in the society. She did not forget
to remind the African Child on his on her duties and said they all must
endeavor to work hard in order to get a better life. The main organizers
of the event were the Ministry of Social Affairs, in partnership with OGCEYOD, Save the Children Alliance and other institutions. The theme of
this year’s celebration is to “Eliminate all forms of harmful social and
cultural practices affecting children”: A collective responsibility.
The children of the Limbe municipality and their leaders turned out in
their numbers despite the heavy down pour on that day. Different youth
groups and orphanages made very interesting presentations on children’s
rights, harmful social and cultural practices as well as children’s duties
and obligations. They also presented a few Cameroonian cultural dances
as well Nigerian and Western dance. Some of the children from the Emmanuel Memorial Home of Hope orphanage made a sketch, portraying
disadvantages of early marriages for young girls. Other presented an entire

gallery

of

children’s

rights, harmful cultural practices and poems, just to mention a few. Children with outstanding performances and participation received gifts and prizes from officials,
while institutions were awarded testimonials for taking part in this
year’s day of the African child. The event ended at about 3:30pm with a
common lunch and the distribution of a common gift to all the children
and officials who attended the event.
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XXVI ORDINARY CONGRESS AND MEETING POTENTIAL PARTNERS FOR THE FAIRTRADE
CERTIFICATION PROJECT IN CAMEROON
Cont. 9
My visit to England had followroon.”
ing objectives:
 Discussing possibilities of Cocoa dealers from the
 Attending the XXVI Ordinary
UK exporting Cameroonian Cocoa.
Congress of the International
XXVI Ordinary Congress:
Falcon Movement – Socialist
Education International (IFM- The congress took place from the 6th to the 9th of June
2013 at the Cooperative Group building in Manchester
SEI) with the aim of ratifying the following:
with participants from 4 continents. We had about 90
 Proposed key changes to the IFM-SEI constitution.
representatives from member organization coming
 Work on Draft strategy and work plan of the IFM-SEI from from Europe, Africa, Latin America and Asia. Africa had
2013-6.
member organizations from Cameroon, Senegal and
 Elect new members of the Presidium and control com- Western Sahara. The proposed key changes to the
constitution with was discussed in our last Internationmission of the movement for office till 2016.
al Committee meeting in Dakar, Senegal in 2012 was
 Campaign for myself and get elected as the Vice Presivoted and the new constitution was emailed to all
dent for Africa.
member organizations. Working groups and sessions
 Secure meetings with companies, organizations, etc to were also organized to amend the draft strategy and
discuss partnership possibilities for the project titled, action plan for 2013-6. All the changes on the consti“Fairtrade Certification for Cocoa Cooperatives in Came- tution, draft strategy and action plan was voted by ¾
majorities. The last issue of importance at the congress was
the election of presidium and control Commission members.
Here every candidate who had expressed his/her desire to a
particular position in writing was given the opportunity to
campaign for member organization to vote for them. Each
region is supposed to have two Vice Presidents, and a President and secretary General for all regions. I was elected vice
president for Africa together with Diye Diallo from Enfance
Senegal.

Meeting with potential Cocoa exporters in the UK:
had my first meeting Owen Sedgwick-Jell, National Project
Officer from Co-operative Group Limited, UK on the 8th of
June 2013. He gave me time to expose on the Pilot fairtrade
cocoa training for sustainable livelihood and the aim of our
recent proposal which is to ensure quality cocoa for the international market, certify 30 cooperatives under fairtrade

and link UK exporters to export Cameroonian cocoa.
The expressed interest and promised discussing with
the Fairtrade manager and then get back to me via
email. The fairtrade manager responded saying that
because they already have recent commitments with
another producer in Africa, it would be inappropriate to
start a new one this early. He will get back to us when
they have a solid foundation with their present African
partner. However, he told us to contact Twin Trading, a
charitable organization that helps producer cooperatives access markets in Europe, Divine Chocolate, UK as well as their suppliers from Italy, which we
did through telephone and
emails. They asked for the
last project report, which we
sent and we are expecting
the reaction to our proposals.
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XXVI ORDINARY CONGRESS AND MEETING POTENTIAL PARTNERS FOR THE FAIRTRADE
CERTIFICATION PROJECT IN CAMEROON
Before leaving Cameroon I had sent emails
to the following potential cocoa exporter:





Green and Blacks



Booja-Booja

a kilogram of Cocoa
at farmers level?



Divine Chocolate





Chocolala

ganization) Cameroon cocoa is currently being certified
eg Rainforest, UTZ or fairtrade and by whom?



Montezuma





Kailahun Produce Company

Rural Development to introduce one of the above certification if the current one is not effective?

Pleasant and Green Ltd
I made calls to these companies while in the UK, talked
about our initiative and our plans for the cocoa farmers
in Cameroon. Most of them expressed interest saying
that they had seen our emails; they are still working on it
and will get back to me when they take a decision. I
managed to secure two meetings with Alexander Sexton
representing Kailahun Produce Company who expressed
their company’s burning desire to export Cameroonian
cocoa. Kailahun Produce Company presently exports
2000-3000 tons of cocoa from Sierra Leone to Europe.
However he had worries about the poor quality Cameroon cocoa in the international Market. I told him about
our quality control plans and the Fairtrade certification
of 30 cocoa cooperatives for a start. I also discussed our
plans to construct two EU standard ovens to ensure
quality cocoa from farmers. Here are some of his questions which were answered:




How many beans
per 100 pods are
we averaging?

Does

Cameroon

have farm gate price
per metric ton?


What is the cost of

Under which umbrella (sustainable agricultural or-

Can we meet with your Ministry of Agriculture and

Is there a possibility of exporting coffee from Cameroon?
If yes, can you do some more findings for certainty?
Alexander was satisfied with the responses I gave. He
will be visiting Cameroon together with Gary, Director of
Kailahun Produce Company before the year rounds out.
We are hoping to export 500 tons of Cameroonian cocoa
to start. They also have plans in future to set up a chocolate company in Cameroon.
I am presently researching on possibilities of exporting
Cameroonian coffee.

Conclusion and Recommendation:
I am positive our project initiative since the beginning of
this year introducing Fairtrade and getting Cooperatives
certified in our next phase will motivate and influence
exporting Cocoa companies from the UK and the world
to commit to the
exportation of
Cameroonian
cocoa.
Being
Fairtrade certified means sorting out the problem of poor
quality cocoa.
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Empowering Orphans and Vulnerable children through Painting Report

Cont. Pg 11

From the 9th of June to
the 7th of July 2013,
Marie worked in the
Organization for Gender, Civic Engagement
and Youth Development (OGCEYOD) in
Limbe in the South
West Region of Cameroon. Her initial idea was to use old
walls in the township and to paint together with kids. The
paintings would have been public displays of topics such as
gender equality and environmental protection to raise
awareness about these topics among the population. Marie
worked with Chris, a local painter. They didn’t work on walls
with the kids because the municipality had not given its consent on the use of walls. In addition, the weather during
raining season did not allow for a good planning of the outdoor paintings. They would not rally kids in a quarter to paint
with them, but we decided to work in two specific orphanages, where there would be orphans available due to their

summer
holidays. These kids
would very much
appreciate the
distraction and
the
teachings.
The first orphanage was the
Save the Children Alliance in Bota, and the second one
Emmanuel Memorial Home of Hope. Gradually, they
changed the content of our painting lessons as well, as
the kids had different ages and skills, and the topics
such as gender equality did not play such an important
role in the tasks of our lessons.

ance orphanage would display some of the works. Wednesday, 12th of June, was the first day to meet the orphans and
to start the lessons. They met around 15 orphans from a
wide age range of approximately 4 to 14 years. While Chris
prepared the material, Marie held a short lecture on the
Rights of the Child, even though this was only interesting to
the senior orphans. Then, they taught everybody how to mix
paint to create new colors. The orphans were very fascinated that green
can be created
from blue and
yellow, or orange from yellow and red. We
also
showed
how to mix different shades of

colors by using different amounts of the ingredient colors. Then, they made a demonstration on a cardboard,
and the kids could imitate it. The task was to color
block parts of a cardboard, using color mixture techniques and careful application. Every child came up
with a unique painting in the end. They then decided to
frame a canvas that we would paint on later with the
orphans. They cut wood and cloth and fixed it all together. We primed the cloth with white paint several
times. Then, they started painting a background for the
work of the kids. In the afternoon, I joined another project. They prepared cardboards with the Rights of the
Child written on them for the day of the African Child.
The kids colored the letters with color pencils for the
next day, the celebration of the Day of the African Child
at Limbe Council Hall. As this activity was rather short
and easy, we also made some smaller activities with

Chris and Marie also prepared a poster on the Rights
of the Child which was linked to the first painting topic.
The topic was chosen because on the 18th of June,
there would be a celebration of the day of the African
Child, where the kids from the Save the Children Alli-
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Empowering Orphans and Vulnerable children through Painting Report
some of the kids, such
as cutting cloth and
drawing faces using
only one line. The day
of African Child was
organized by the Ministry of Social Affairs
Fako, South West Region with OGCEYOD
being the main sponsor and partner. The day was centered on the Rights of the
Child, embodied in presentations, dances, songs, and drama.
The Save the Children Alliance orphanage presented the cardboards we had prepared in a display of the Rights of the Child,
and sang a theme song for the celebration. We began with the
same lesson on color mixture to create a base of artistic understanding. Because of the youthfulness of most kids it was
hard for them to mix colors on purpose. Nevertheless, they enjoyed the work and were proud of their results. In the third
week of the project, we showed the orphans from the Emmanuel Memorial Home of Hope how to paint skies. Based on our
experiences of the first two weeks, we prepared better for the
younger children. Whereas Chris taught the painting of skies to
the older orphans, I separated the smaller kids from them and
proposed them an alternative activity. We drew trees using
color pencils, an easier medium for them. I taught them how
trees look different in Germany, and we compared them to the
more common trees here, like palm trees. I also told them how
important it is to preserve this diversity. This is how I tried to
bring in some background meaning to our painting and drawing lessons. Most of the children seemed to understand. They
also went back to the Save the Children Orphanage to work on
the big canvas that we have been preparing. The children had
the task to cut out figures from a cloth. We used glue to apply
it to the canvas, and the orphans were very proud to have contributed to this group work. We also explained them that this
canvas
includes
many of the techniques we have
been
teaching
them, such as color mixture, blending and shapes.

shades,
and
how to understand how a
source of lights
creates a perspective in a
painting.
The
children really
seemed to be
interested
in
this, and listened attentively. The results of their paintings were good, and I started seeing some routine and
progress with several of them.

Evaluation: Overall, the project was a success. The orphans really enjoyed the work, and were proud of their
paintings. It built both their painting skills and confidence. It was a valuable change to their everyday life in
the orphanages. Chris and Marie were a good team, and
we both enjoyed working together and teaching orphans
painting. They think it is safe to say that we raise the
kids interest in what is ours – arts and creativity. This
was certainly successful with some of the kids. Nevertheless, there are some improvements possible. For example, the project was designed for older kids. The groups
were too mixed, so that younger kids could not follow
and distracted the older ones. We tried to give the young
ones alternative activities, such as folding paper planes.
We also assisted the young ones in particular. This, however, had the effect that we could not really incorporate
our background topics, and discuss and draw on environmental issues or gender equality. This is a downside
of including
the smaller
kids. Yet, it
was a nice
project for
them
as
well,
and
excluding
They taught the them would
orphans how to not
have
draw shapes and been fair.
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M O R E G E R M A N V O L U N T E E R S : E R I K A N D M A R I E’ S A R R I V A L T O C A M E R O O N
On June 08, and June 23, 2013 OGCEYOD received two volunteers from Germany Marie
Rosenkranz and Erik Kemmling, from the United Nations Student Association (UNSA) Maastricht. It was both their first time to visit any country in Africa. Marie’s project was based on
empowering youths on how to express themselves through painting. She worked alongside one
or are partners Kelechi Osuji from Kchris Osuji Arts studio who is a professional painter based
in in Limbe. Her Project ran for four weeks were
they were able to empower more than fifty youths
Mary and Rep. from Min. of Livestock and Fishery

from various localities. The painting project brought

to light new hidden talents in youths. As of today, the program is still on going with the assistance of Kelechi Osuji as the supervisor. OGCEYOD is expecting more volunteers to be part
of this program to share this unique experience. Erik’s project was based on Environmentalism and Environmental awareness. His project
was carried out alongside with a local volunteer
Jonas Makolo. The project was based on sensitizing youths about the importance of the environment and how we can protect it. Erik and Marie also served as resource persons in the
children’s holiday workshop on the theme “ The Rights and Responsibilities of Youths in
the Society” project sponsored by SONARA, Cameroon and was organized by OGCEYOD.
Erik also took part as a football player in the Mawoh football club in the Limbe Inter city
Football Competition.
COMMUNITY CONSULTATIONS ON EVERYDAY DISASTERS AND COMMUNITY
The Seminar was organized by Geo-Technology, Environmental Assessment and Disaster
Risk Reduction (GEARDIRR), which took place at Trinity Hotel, Limbe. The Seminar started at 11:00 am with an opening prayer from Mr. Tanda Godwin who was the Facilitator. Mr.
Tanda Godwin from EPDA Cameroon gave a brief presentation on the agenda of the day
and also went further to elaborate why Civil Society Organizations have been called up to
participate in this seminar. The first topic of the agenda of the day was a power point presentation from Mr. Tanda who presented some of the common disasters in Cameroon particularly Limbe. The Second topic of the agenda was a presentation of report Views from the
Frontline (VFL) 2011 reports. Mr. Tanda went further to explain that VFL is a Global Network of Civil Society Organizations and that they are responsible for carrying gathering to
these data. Mr. Tanda went further to elaborate on some of the key topics, which were based
on views of local government civil society, and communities, activity on disaster preparedness. The third topic of the day was based on community consultation debate and recommendations. At this level the participants where shared into three groups and various topics shared
amongst them to brainstorm and come up with possible recommendations for possible disaster preparedness by the communities and Civil Society Organizations. The Seminar ended at
1:30pm with a closing remark from Mr. Tanda Godwin
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Meeting started at about 10am with and an opening prayer from the manager of
BEPHA, Rev. Fr Augustine Anuchem and a number of 25 participants, 4 executives
and the Bishop of Buea Diocese. Shortly after the prayer, a welcome address was
given by the Bishop. The program continued with the reading of the management
report by the manager of. He listed out last years activities carried out by BEPHA
and its objectives. The objectives were to make the BEPHA scheme known in every
household, establish partnerships with hospitals and to increase membership by
introducing the ideas to institutions. The human resource as well as members of
increased tremendously, as compared to the figures of last year. The administration at this point is pleading that we should not only register sick people into the
scheme, people without health problems could be members too. If not, BEPHA
scheme could close down. The BEPHA team made visits to CKC Tiko and Baptist
hospital in Mutengene, in order to increase awareness about the BEPHA scheme.
They also organized radio programs as a way to sensitize the public. This journey
also extended to Tombel, Ekassa and Lobe, to name a few, sensitizing and training
hospital nurses and officials on the BEPHA scheme. BEPHA now operates in 6 government hospitals, 4 catholic hospitals and 3 private hospitals.
As the meeting went on, the financial secretary and auditor read out the financial
and audit reports, respectively. From the financial report, BEPHA, as of last year,
made a surplus of 6.000.000FCFA. Management will be establishing LOCAL ASSEMBLIES and LOCAL COMMITTEES in every parish. They will meet ones a year and
three members from every local assembly will be elected to represent the parish at
the BEPHA general annual meeting. That notwithstanding, institutions will still receive invitations to attend the annual general meeting. This new structure will involve volunteers who will be compensated and workers who will be paid. Each local
assembly will have a local committee. This committee could be made of secretary,
public relations officer and any other post of responsibility, but they are not allowed
to have treasurers. The local committee will carry out sensitization at local levels.
This will be a door to door activity and will be done by volunteers. Every volunteer
will receive 50% of the fee of every member they register into BEPHA and will also
benefit 5% of premium. There will exist two periods of registration, June and November.
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AFRICA DREAM INTERNATIONAL SPORTS ACADEMY: Sets

target to become the gold standard
for sports development in Cameroon and Africa. See website: www.africadreamisa.org
EDITORIAL: OGCEYOD’S VOICE
Assessing human needs has never been an easy task since needs and wants keep changing regularly. The poor just want food to eat, water to drink, clothes to wear and shelter but as soon as they
can comfortably and constantly fulfil this basic needs, they want more each time they enjoy increase. Why this lost or burning desire for plenty? The poor aspire to die wealthy though at times it
comes to pass if they make use of the numerous opportunities before them. Some end up in death
with only thoughts of riches in their heads or dreams. We should understand that billions of people
on earth signifies billions of opportunities for wealth creation and success in diverse domains. All
you need to do is steer up that inner man that will say to you always and in every situation you find
yourself “I CAN OVER COME” or “YES, I CAN” rather than “I give up” or “They said it will not work”.
Most Cameroonian youths think mostly about money rather
than ideas and vision that will make them acquire wealth. Remember a successful man is not only a rich man but one who
has qualities such as integrity in dealing with others, persistence and desire to impact his generation positively. We were
all created with possibilities. It doesn’t matter if you are in
Cameroon, the United States of America , China or Germany. If
you decide with determination, persistence and definiteness
of purpose to succeed, looking ahead of your present challenges, “YOU WILL SUCCEED.” Success is not a function of your
present state of hardship or location.

